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general public was unsuccessful in devising remedial
measures, it hailed with joy the new order, because it
gave   expression   to   the   resentment   and   indignation
deeply felt by all.   During the last six months of the war
perhaps no other country had such a free press as Tur-
key.    The attacks against the Central Powers, princi-
pally over the booty in the Caucasus and in the Balkans,
were at times so bitter that the German authorities were
deeply alarmed.    These discussions of foreign politics
helped to postpone an insurrection of the army.    The
satisfaction created by the free discussion of domestic
problems had also a similar effect.   Otherwise, the inter-
nal  situation  of  Turkey would have  been  extremely
dangerous.   Any incident might have caused a sweeping
outbreak.   As soon as Bulgaria signed an armistice, the
military situation became hopeless.   The war cabinet of
the Committee of Union and Progress was forced to
retire.    The new cabinet of non-party character and
moderate national views was formed.    Everybody had
suffered so badly through the system of administration
during the war, that it therefore pleased them to have
the press indulging in most abusive language regarding
the war leaders.   After the unanimous outbursts in the
press had continued for some time, a new division among
them began to appear.   Some papers began to point out
external dangers, to warn the public that attention should
be given to the problems of future existence, and that
hatred of the past could not be the main issue in public
life.   Papers using such a language were called support-
ers of the old regime by the group of papers which were
interested in creating troubled conditions in order that
they could intrigue at leisure.   But these leaders soon
had a large following.   The Ottoman Press Association
which had comprised during the war all papers irrespec-
tive of language, became more and more united on a
common national policy.

